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Subscribe to receive email notifications whenever new articles are published. Get emergency medical help if you have
signs of an allergic reaction to Synthroid: Synthroid treats hypothyroidism low thyroid hormone. Levoxyl, Synthroid,
Tirosint, Unithroid. Levothyroxine is given when the thyroid does not produce enough of this hormone on its own. The
statement warns that the elderly, pregnant women and their developing fetuses, and those with thyroid cancer are
particularly susceptible to incorrect titration of levothyroxine products. To view content sources and attributions, please
refer to our editorial policy. Representatives of all three companies said they would begin shipping their products
immediately. Certain other medicines may also increase or decrease the effects of levothyroxine. Your dose needs may
be different while you are nursing. Synthroid is also used to treat or prevent goiter enlarged thyroid gland , which can be
caused by hormone imbalances, radiation treatment, surgery, or cancer. The drug is recognized to have a narrow
toxic-to-therapeutic ratio with significant clinical consequences of excessive or inadequate treatment, according to a
public statement issued by the organizations. Some of the potential adverse events include the recurrence of symptoms,
osteoporosis, atrial fibrillation, worsening of ischemic heart disease, preterm delivery in pregnancy, and high
cholesterol. Synthroid should not be used to treat obesity or weight problems. Available for Android and iOS devices.
The problem that concerns endocrinologists is that pharmacists and health plans may now switch patients from
Synthroid without a doctor's approval, and they say that could be dangerous. You may not be able to take Synthroid if
you have certain medical conditions.Substitutes and alternatives to Synthroid (Levothyroxine) for uses like and Thyroid
disorder prevention after radiation. Many of the generic versions currently available are now essentially equivalent to
Synthroid. However, even small differences in the amount of levothyroxine can be important when it enters the body, so
it is best to try to stay with the same brand of this medication, whether it is Synthroid or one of the generics. If you must.
May 3, - I was taking Synthroid then my insurance decided that they wouldn't cover that drug anymore (only generic)
unless the doctor did a lot of paperwork and showed that it was medically necessary. She decided to prescribe the
Levothyroxin instead, and I have heard and read that there is a difference and Why in some cases levothyroxine is not as
effective as. Dec 6, - Generic Name: levothyroxine (LEE voe thye ROX een) Brand Names: Levoxyl, Synthroid,
Tirosint, Synthroid (levothyroxine) is a thyroid medicine that replaces a hormone normally produced by your thyroid
gland to regulate the body's energy and metabolism. Levothyroxine is given when the thyroid does. Synthroid
(levothyroxine) is a moderately priced drug used to treat hypothyroidism. It also treats an enlarged thyroid gland and
thyroid cancer. This drug is slightly less popular than comparable drugs. There several brand and generic versions of
levothyroxine available, but they are not interchangeable. Synthroid is covered. I was recently switched to the name
brand of Synthroid after taking the generic for 20 + years. I really didn't notice any side effects I am going back to the
doctors on Thursday as I am feeling exactly like I did before I was on medication, it's as if I don't take Levothyroxine
anymore??. I am having all sorts of. Aug 3, - Levothyroxine: Levothyroxine is a thyroid hormone replacement drug used
to treat hypothyroidism. The brand names of levothyroxine in the U.S. include Synthroid, Levoxyl, and Tirosint.
According to the FDA, there are at least three companies making generic levothyroxine, including Lannett, Mylan, and.
Warnings & Precautions. Generic Medications For Synthroid. Synthroid is used for treating low thyroid hormone levels
and certain types of goiters. Generic Synthroid Canada. IF YOUR DOCTOR DOESN'T NOTE DISPENSE AS
WRITTEN (DAW) ON YOUR PRESCRIPTION,. you may get a generic levothyroxine medication instead of
Synthroid, like the scenario below. In these cases, you may pay more at the pharmacy if you have to ask for Synthroid. If
your doctor doesn't protect your prescription. Learn about Synthroid (Levothyroxine Sodium) may treat, uses, dosage,
side effects, drug interactions, warnings, patient labeling, reviews, and related medications.
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